
Teachers Feedback Report 

Do you believe modern/advanced topics are covered in the syllabus? 

 
Availability of text books/study materials related to subjects in the college library? 

 
Overall rating of the Course 

 
Syllabus is sufficient to bridge the gap between industry standard/ current global 

scenarios and academics. 



 
The timely coverage of syllabus is possible in the mentioned number of hours. 

 
The programme and curriculum is enriched as compared to similar programmes 

offered by other universities. 

 
Depth of the course content is adequate to have significant leaning outcomes. 



 
Availability of ICT tools in college for teaching 

 
Availability of Infrastructure in college for teaching 

 
 



Alumni Feedback Report 

 
Have you qualified for any competitive examination? 

 
What are you doing currently ? 

 
I feel proud to be associated with M.N. College, Visnagar. 

 



I feel that the college taught me some valuable lessons in character building. 

 
The college played an important role in increasing my level of confidence. 

 
The extra curricular activities gave me an opportunity to develop my personality. 

 
Is education imparted at M.N. College useful and relevant in your present job? 



 
 

The extra curricular activities gave me an opportunity to develop my personality. 

 
Were the faculty members cooperative for academic support and overall 

development? 

 
Would you like to help the institute in initiating corporate relations for conducting 

placement drives, talks, seminar etc. 



 
Do you like to join the Institute Alumni Association? 

 
Do you receive regular updates from the Institute through 

Mails/Calls/SMS/WhatsApp etc.? 

 



Students Feedback Report 

How much of the syllabus was covered in the classroom ? 

 
How well do your teachers teach you? 

 

 
Describe below your teacher's approach to teaching. 



 
Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers. (શશશશશશશ શશશશશશ 

શશશશશશ શશશશશશશશશ શશશશશશશશશશશ શશશશશશશશશ શશશશશ શશશ?) 

 
The institute takes active interest in promoting placement, project work, field visit 

opportunities for students (શશશશશશ શશશશશશશશશશશ શશશશ શશશશશશશશશશ, 

શશશશશશશશશ શશશશ, શશશશશ શશશશશશશ શશશશશ શશશશશશશશશશ 

શશશશશશશ શશશશશશ શશ શશ શશ) 



 
The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates you in cognitive, social, and 

emotional growth. (શશશશશ શશશશશશશશશ શશશશશશ શશશ શશશશશશશશશશ 

શશશશશશશશશ શશશશ શશશશશશશશશશ, શશશશશશશ શશશ શશશશશશશશશ 

શશશશશશશશશ શશશ શશશ શશ.) 

 
The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow. (શશશશશશ શશશશશ 

શશશ શશશશશ શશશશશશ શશશશશશ શશશ શશશશ શશશશ શશ.) 



 
Teachers inform you about your expected competencies, course outcomes, and programme 

outcomes. (શશશશશશશ શશશશ શશશશશ શશશશશશશશ શશશશશશશ, 

શશશશશશશશશશશશ શશશશશશશ શશશ શશશશશશશશશશશ શશશશશશશ શશશશ 

શશશ શશશ શશ.) 

 
Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned task to you. (શશશશશ 

શશશશશશશશશશ શશશશ શશશશશશ શશશશશ શશશશ શશશશશ શશશશ-શશ શશશ 

શશ.. ) 



 
The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and applications.(શશશશશશશ 

શશશશશશશ શશશ શશશશશશ શશશશશશ શશશશશશ શશશશશશ શશ.) 

 
Teachers are able to identify your weakness and help you to overcome them. (શશશશશશશ 

શશશશશ શશશશશશશશ શશશશશશશશ શશશશશ શશ શશશ શશશશ શશશ શશશશશશશ 

શશશશશ શશશ શશશ શશ.) 



 
The institution makes effort to engage students in monitoring, review, and continuous quality 

improvement of the teaching learning process. (શશશશશશ શશશશશશશશશશશશશ 

શશશશશશ શશશશશશ શશશશશશશશશશશ શશશશશશ, શશશશશશશ શશશ શશશ 

શશશશશશશશ શશશશશશશશશશ શશશશશ શશશશશશ શશશશશશશ શશશ શશ. ) 

 
Availability of text books/study materials related to subject in college library?(શશશશશ 

શશશશશશશશશશશશ શશશશશશ શશશશ શશશશશ શશશશશશશ/શશશશશશ 

શશશશશશશશશ શશશશશશશશ?) 



 
What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector, Multimedia, etc. while 

teaching. (શશશશશશ શશશશ શશશશ શશશશશ શશશ શશશશશશશ ICT શશશશશ શશશશ 

શશ LCD શશશશશશશશશશ, શશશશશશશશશશશ શશશશશશશ શશશશશ શશશ શશ.) 

 
The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is very good. (શશશશશ 

શશશશશશશશશ શશશશશશ-શશશશશશ શશશશશશશશશશશ શશશશશ શશશશશશશશ 

શશશ શશશશ શશ.) 



 
What is your opinion about quality of your syllabus? (શશશશશ શશશશશશશશશશશશ 

શશશશશશશશ શશશશ શશશશશ શશશ શશશશશશશશ શશ?) 

 
What is your overall opinion regarding college facilities? ( શશશશશશશ શશશશશશશ 

શશશશ શશશશશ શશશશશ શશશશશશશશ શશશ શશ?) 

 


